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Series. PB Series. PEB Series. PT Series. Pioneer is a space adventure game set in the
Milky-way galaxy at the turn of the 31st century. The game is open-ended, and you are free to
explore the millions of star systems in the game. You can land on planets, slingshot past gas
giants, and burn yourself to a crisp flying between binary star systems. Flight physics in
Pioneer is Newtonian, which means there's no arbitrary limit to speed, orientation or position.
The ships don't slow down in space, until it actively thrusts in the opposite direction it's flying.
Or hits something. Ship acceleration depends on ship mass and engine thrust. Speed only have
a meaning relative to something, so you have to pick a point of reference. This is automatic,
based on the distance to the bodies. You can reach very high speeds compared to what we are
used to here on the face of a planet. There's an aided flight mode which compensates for the
drifting in the vacuum of space, called Set Speed mode. It tries to maintain a set speed to the
direction the ship is facing, using the maneuvering thrusters. The performance of this aid varies
ship to ship, and the cargo load could also have an impact on it. Ships in the game are quite
powerful in terms of acceleration, cargo and delta-v capacity compared to real spacecrafts. It's
entirely possible to travel to the edge of a star system even with the smallest shuttle. It will just
take significantly more time. Gravity is simulated on a two-body level. You can orbit any planet
or moon, but only the closest body's gravity affects your ship. This is the same body you
measure your speed to. This also means that you have to take the planets gravity into account
when you are flying close to it, landing, or taking off. You can also use this to your advantage to
alter your course using less fuel for example. Distances are realistic, so space travel can take
several days or even weeks in a large system. Time could be accelerated up to times to shorten
travel for the player. This doesn't correspond with any device or technology in the game
universe though. Beginners are strongly recommended a look at the Basic flight article, to learn
how to control the ship. Combat in Pioneer is quite straightforward right now. You can buy
Pulse cannons or Plasma accelerators of different power and fire rate, if your ship has mount
for them. Some ships have a rear mount too. Cannons generate heat when fired, and they need
some time to cool down. They can not be fired if they are overheating. You can also buy several
types of missiles, which can be fired using the M key, if you have a combat target. An ECM can
provide protection against missiles by overloading their guidance. You can target any ship as
combat target, using your Left Mouse Button which doesn't change the Navigation target. The
ship's computer displays the speed of the ship relative to your vessel, and it's distance. There's
also a lead indicator, a little cross which shows the predicted location of the target. This is the
spot where the ship will be in theory based on it's speed and direction, when the projectiles
reach that distance. It's harder than that though, since no sane enemy will fly in a straight line at
a constant speed. You shouldn't do that either, and this is where your maneuvering thrusters
can be very useful. Ship durability is determined by it's hull's mass. Lighter ships can take less
damage, but they are more maneuverable generally, then a behemoth transport, which might
withstand sever punishing before giving in. You can repair any damage you suffer on
spaceports, but it will cost you. There are several additional equipment that can increase your

chances in a firefight and make your life harder if your opponent has them :. A brief summary of
flight controls. A more detailed list can be found at Keyboard and mouse controls. This is where
navigation takes place. You can open the Map view with the F2 key or the button on the
dashboard. There are several maps you can use. You can reach them by using their F-key, or
the button on the right side of the dashboard. If you come back to the map view you will return
to the map screen you were at when you switched to another view. Orbital Map and System info
shows the information of the system which is selected on the Sector map. The sector map
shows the star systems in the galaxy, and you can plot your hyperspace route here, or you can
just hunt for interesting systems for later visits. Every system is indicated by a sphere. Its
colour indicates the primary star type. You can select a system by clicking on it. If it's a system
with multiple stars, you can cycle trough them by clicking on the system again, or you can
select it on the System Info screen. The map is divided to 8 light year cubes called sectors.
Each sector has a coordinate on each axis; the origin 0,0,0 is Sol. The galaxy is not a flat disk,
you can travel quite far on all three axes before you reach the edge of it. Map view UI:. Zooming
out far switches to an overview that only shows color-coded dots for systems based on faction,
and brings up the faction filter to the right where you can hide any faction. Map controls are the
same as before. You can switch to the Orbital map using F6. It shows the to-scale orbital map of
the star system selected on the Sector map. It is useful for in-system navigation. It shows your
current position and your course of movement, and the orbit of every body star, planet, moon,
space-station in the system. The Orbital Map shows your position and course in the system,
relative to your reference body, be it a stable orbit or an escape trajectory. You can use this to
fine-tune your path while you are traveling to your destination for example. Or you can just
check if you managed to achieve a stable orbit. Time controls work on this too, you can check
where you will be at any given time. Note that this course display might change when you
switch reference bodies, for instance when you get close to a planet. This screen shows
detailed info on the system. If the system has multiple stars, you can select which one you want
to be the hyperspace destination, by clicking on it. The galaxy map shows an overview of the
whole galaxy, highlighting your current position. Brighter areas generally have more stars than
darker areas. The class of hyperdrive installed on the ship. Higher class hyperdrives are
heavier, but can jump to greater distances. Common hyperdrives consume Hydrogen, which
can be bought on stations, or could be scooped from the atmosphere of gas giants, if the ship
has a Fuel Scoop installed. Military Drives are generally faster, but they use Military fuel, which
is more expensive and harder to obtain. Military drives turn fuel into Radioactives that you need
to get rid of. Current Hyperspace range is displayed based on current ship mass and the
amount of fuel in the cargo hold. You can see the theoretical maximum range shown in
brackets. This changes as you fill your ship with cargo or fuel. Propellant and delta-v reserves.
Delta-v shows, how much speed change can be done using the propellant in the tanks.
Generally, more delta-v means faster in-system travel. For a brachistochrone transfer
accelerating halfway, then decelerating you can use up half of the delta-v. If you exceed that,
then you will be unable to stop your ship. Delta-v display doesn't take additional Hydrogen in
the cargo hold into account, so refueling with Hydrogen can increase it. Ship mass can also
change delta-v capability dramatically. You can scoop Hydrogen from the atmosphere of a gas
giant, if you have Fuel Scoop installed. You can mine water in the field, if you have a Mining
Blaster and Cargo scoop. You need to find a planet that has water a smaller moon or dwarf
planet is easier to mine , shoot the surface and collect any water that's blasted out from it.
Shows the acceleration the ship is capable of with it's current load. A ship with higher
acceleration will feel faster, especially around station. It affects travel times less then delta-v. If
Up acceleration is higher then the gravity of the planet, then the ship might not be able to take
off or land, especially using the autopilot. Acceleration increases while the ship uses its
propellant, and can be further increased by jettisoning cargo. Selling cargo or equipment can
help too. Minimum crew shows the needed head count to fly the ship currently ignored. Crew
cabin shows the crew capacity of the craft. Crew are useful in multiple ways, but you have to
pay them weekly. Crew can control the ship, engage the enemy or repair damages. Each crew
member has strengths and weaknesses, their abilities improve by time. Shows the list of
installed equipment. These equipments enhance your ship's capabilities, and can even add
functions to it. Shows information about your character. Currently you see your combat rating,
reputation standing, and rank however, the rank can not be changed in the game yet, and
doesn't influence the game either. Reputation affects mission availability, and can be increased
by completing missions or donating to charities. Failed missions decrease your reputation.
Shows the contents of the cargo hold in detail, and allows in-flight refueling. You can find the
list of cargo in your hold, and you can jettison any of them here while in flight. If you have Cargo
Scoop installed, you can even retrieve the jettisoned cargo. Refueling transfers 1t of Hydrogen,

if available, to the propellant tanks. Available and occupied passenger cabin space can be
checked here too. Shows information about accepted missions. You can check the destination
and deadline here, and you can see additional information about each mission, using the More
info You can find and take all kinds of missions on any star-port's BBS, but be sure to check if
you and your ship is capable of completing it. Failing missions decrease your reputation, which
makes it harder to find lucrative offers, so it will be harder to regain your reputation, so be
cautious. You can access information about your crew. It shows the salary which you need to
pay them weekly. If you can't pay for a while, they will get off on the next port, with some of your
reputation. Some ships need multiple crew members on board even to fly it this is ignored right
now though , and they can perform several tasks, like piloting, engaging in combat or repairing
the hull or failed equipment. Access this screen with F4 or the comms icon on the dash board,
while you are docked to a space-port, be it a surface base or an orbital station. All screens show
the cargo and passenger capacity of your ship, your money and legal status in the footer. It's a
good idea to request launching clearance before taking off. The station dispatcher will stare at
you until you get embarrassed and go about your business. You will find missions of all sorts
here on the BBS. Keep in mind that some might not be suited for your ship in terms of distance
and deadline. Some missions are in-system, and will not require any hyperdrive, but will in turn
pay less. You should check the system map even in this case, because planets might be in
opposition on their courses and you end up traveling across the whole system which can take a
while even with a high delta-v ship. Some missions are riskier, so it's always a good idea to ask
if there will be any danger, so you can prepare properly, or avoid the mission altogether until
you are better rigged for combat for example. Local hyperdrive maintenance companies offer
their services here too. Old drives may start to misbehave, so if you don't want to strand
yourself in the interstellar void, don't forget regular maintenance. Charities can also turn up
from time to time, asking for money for their cases. Donating to them could increase your
reputation. When you start a new game, you will not have any reputation, which must be earned
by taking on missions or donating to charities. You can see your current reputation standing in
your personal Info view. Reputation affects what kind of missions you can take on. Completing
a mission will increase your reputation, and opens up more job opportunities, and failure
decreases it, narrowing the available mission after a while. Some stations have private black
market goods dealers who trade in illegal goods, although some might be undercover police.
You can also hire new crew members if you are in need. Make sure to have good candidates on
the BBS before buying a new ship. You can make them sit a test to show their abilities though
those doesn't affect the game right now , and you can negotiate their pay too. If no mission
suits you, then something new might pop up over time. Missions that require better reputation
are grayed out, and the advertiser won't talk with you much. You can buy and sell commodities
here. Keep in mind, that a heavy ship will have shorter hyperspace range. You can also buy
Hydrogen or Military fuel for your hyperdrive here. You just need to click on the name of the
commodity on the left side to buy 1t of it. The contents of your cargo hold are on the right side,
clicking on any item will sell 1t of it. Buy and sell prices are the same right now. Prices depend
on the type of the system. Agricultural systems will pay a lot for farm machinery for example,
and you can buy cheap foodstuff. An industrial system on the other hand sells cheap
machinery, and pays good money for food. You need to scout out lucrative routes for yourself if
you want to turn profit. Illegal goods can't be found on the market, you need to look for a black
market retailer on the BBS. Note that one item can be completely legal in one system, but illegal
in another. You can buy ships here, trading in your current ship with all of its additional
equipment or cargo. You can check out the capabilities and stats of the ships offered for
purchase, much like the information you have on the Info view screen. The After Trade-in is the
final price you need to pay, and if it's negative, it means your current ship worths more then the
one you are looking at. Trade-in value is about the half of the list value of any ship. Ships are
traded continuously, so you just need to wait a few hours if there's nothing interesting there,
and new vessels will turn up. Equipment market works similar to the commodities market. Left
side shows what's available on the station, right side shows, what's installed on your ship. Each
equipment has a certain mass, so they occupy space on the ship much like cargo. You can't
remove any equipment while you are flying, except for using missiles. Equipments add extra
capabilities to your ship, like radar and targeting information, autopilot, cargo and fuel scooping
ability. You can buy weapons, shields and some upgrades to these too. Maintaining your ship is
important, unless you want to be stranded in an uninhabited system or interstellar space due yo
your hyperdrive failing. You can repair your hull here too, if needed. If you have any fines you
need to pay them or else risk getting shot down by some restless police officer. You can get in
trouble for trading with illegal goods, or even if you accidentally fire your weapon near any
settlement. In the later case it's better to run, then pay the fine later. From PioneerWiki. Jump to:
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